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Generic Regularities in Quasienergy Spectra and Free Quantum Dynamics
Independently of Chaos Strength
Itzhack Dana
Minerva Center and Department of Physics, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan 52900, Israel
Generic and significant regularities are shown to occur in the quasienergy spectra of the general-
ized quantum kicked particle for arbitrary quasimomentum, a quantity most relevant in atom-optics
experimental realizations of this paradigmatic nonintegrable system. The spectral regularities are
basically different from the usual ones associated with ordered regions in a mixed phase space,
since they are completely independent of the chaos strength. Their origin are free-motion features
unaffected by the nonintegrability. The generic regularities are dense subspectra, each being
either a regular level sequence with approximately a Poisson level-spacing distribution or a ladder
of equally-spaced levels. The quantum dynamics associated with each regular subspectrum is
essentially free for arbitrarily strong chaos.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt, 03.65.-w, 03.75.-b, 05.60.Gg
The nature of the energy and quasienergy spectra of
quantum systems whose classical limit is nonintegrable
has been the subject of an enormous number of stud-
ies during the last four decades. Percival [1] made the
pioneering distinction between “regular” and “irregular”
energy spectra of systems which are classically integrable
and completely chaotic, respectively. This was followed
by the first works [2–4] studying the statistics of en-
ergy levels, mainly the level-spacing distribution. For
integrable systems, this distribution is Poisson [2], with
level clustering, while for completely chaotic systems it
is Wigner [3], with level repulsion. For systems with a
mixed phase space, the distribution was shown to be, un-
der some assumptions, a weighted superposition of Pois-
son and Wigner distributions associated with the ordered
and chaotic phase-space regions [4].
For time-periodic quantum systems, the energy is re-
placed by the quasienergy (QE), giving the eigenvalues
of the one-period evolution operator. Paradigmatic and
realistic models are the kicked-rotor systems [5–20] ex-
hibiting a variety of phenomena, the most well-known one
being dynamical localization [5], i.e., a quantum suppres-
sion of the classical chaotic diffusion for generic irrational
values of a scaled Planck constant ~s. This phenomenon
can be attributed to an Anderson-like localization of QE
eigenstates in angular-momentum space [6]. Numerically,
the QE level-spacing distribution for the usual kicked ro-
tor was found to be Poisson for moderate chaos (nonin-
tegrability) strength [9] or in a quantum regime (~s ∼ 1)
[11]. The distribution turns into Wigner for very strong
chaos [10] or in a semiclassical regime (~s ≪ 1) [11].
During the last two decades, kicked-rotor systems have
been experimentally realized using atom-optics tech-
niques with cold atoms or Bose-Einstein condensates [15–
20]. This allowed to observe in the laboratory several
quantum-chaos phenomena, including dynamical local-
ization [15], and to verify theoretical predictions. In the
experiments, the kicked rotor and variants of it were ac-
tually realized as kicked-particle systems, since atoms
move on lines and not on circles like rotors. These re-
alizations are based on the fact that a kicked particle
reduces to a generalized kicked rotor at any fixed value
of the conserved particle quasimomentum β [13, 14] (see
also below). The usual kicked rotor, whose QE spectral
statistics has been studied (see above), corresponds to
the particular case of β = 0. However, several impor-
tant phenomena arise in wide ranges of β and have been
experimentally realized [16–19]. In addition, a general
wavepacket of the quantum kicked particle is the super-
position of QE states with all values of β [13, 14]. It is
thus natural to ask about the regularity and irregularity
properties of QE spectra for arbitrary β.
In this work, we show that the QE spectrum of the
quantum kicked particle for all β generically exhibits sig-
nificant regularities that are basically different in nature
from the usual ones [4], associated with classically or-
dered regions in a mixed phase space. In fact, the new
kinds of spectral regularities are completely independent
of the chaos strength and therefore persist even in fully
chaotic regimes. Most of our results are exact and hold
for rather general kicked-particle systems. For definite-
ness, we consider here the generalized version of the or-
dinary quantum kicked particle, described in scaled vari-
ables by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2
+ kV (xˆ)
∞∑
s=−∞
δ(t− s), (1)
where xˆ and pˆ are position and momentum operators
([xˆ, pˆ] = i~), k is a nonintegrability parameter, and V (xˆ)
is a general 2pi-periodic potential. We show that the total
QE spectrum of (1) for all β is the superposition of fully
regular and generically dense subspectra (9) that are es-
sentially independent of the nonintegrability kV (xˆ). For
irrational values of ~s = ~/(2pi), each subspectrum has
approximately a Poisson level-spacing distribution, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. For rational ~s, corresponding to
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Distribution of the spacings S between
neighboring QE levels of a regular subspectrum (9) associated
with quasimomenta (6) (j = 1, ..., 104) for β =
√
2 − 1 and:
~s = σ = (
√
5 + 1)/2 (open circles), ~s = (8 + 10
−4σ/3)/13
(filled squares). The solid (red) line is the Poisson distribution
P (S) = exp(−S). The average spacing 〈S〉 is normalized to
1. The inset shows the levels ωj and quasimomenta βj in the
second case of ~s; the 10
4 values of βj did not “explore” yet
all the β range since ~s is very close to a rational value (8/13).
Still, the corresponding level-spacing distribution agrees well
with the Poisson one.
quantum resonance [12–14, 16, 17, 21], a subspectrum
at any fixed irrational value of β is a ladder of equally-
spaced levels covering densely all the QE range. If also β
is rational [21], the number of levels is finite and practi-
cally no ladder regularity occurs for β = 0 (usual kicked
rotor), see Fig. 2. A regular subspectrum originates from
free-motion features unaffected by the nonintegrability.
It is then shown that the quantum dynamics associated
with it is essentially free for arbitrarily strong chaos.
First, some preliminaries. The one-period evolution
operator for (1), from t = s− 0 to t = s+ 1− 0, is
Uˆ = exp[−ipˆ2/(2~)] exp[−ikV (xˆ)/~]. (2)
The QE states Ψω(x) with QE ω (0 ≤ ω < 2pi) are the
eigenstates of (2):
UˆΨω(x) = exp(−iω)Ψω(x). (3)
The 2pi-periodicity of (2) in xˆ implies that Ψω(x) can be
chosen to have the Bloch form:
Ψω(x) = exp(iβx)ψβ,ω(x), (4)
where β is the quasimomentum (0 ≤ β < 1) or the
“fractional” part of the momentum in units of ~ [13, 22]
and ψβ,ω(x) is 2pi-periodic in x. One can then interpret
ψβ,ω(x) as the QE state of a “β-kicked-rotor” with angle
θ = x. This provides the connection between the kicked
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FIG. 2: (Color online) QE spectra of (1) as functions of ~s =
~/(2pi) for k = 0.1, V (x) = cos(x), and: (a) β = 0 (usual
kicked rotor); (b) β = 0.2, featuring spectral ladders with
dominant spacing ∆ω = 2pi/5. These ladders are indicated
by the left and right solid (red) segments. In both cases, ~s
takes all rational values in [0, 1) with denominators ≤ 25.
particle and the ensemble of all β-kicked-rotors. See more
details in Ref. [13] and in note [22].
Next, consider the operators Tˆj = exp(2piijxˆ/~) for all
integers j. Denoting ~s = ~/(2pi), the application of Tˆj
to the QE state (4) gives the Bloch states
TˆjΨω(x) = exp[i(β + j/~s)x]ψβ,ω(x)
= exp(iβjx)ψ
(j)
β,ω(x), (5)
having quasimomenta (fractional parts of β + j/~s)
βj = β + j/~s mod(1) (6)
and 2pi-periodic parts
ψ
(j)
β,ω(x) = exp(injx)ψβ,ω(x), (7)
where nj is the integer part of β + j/~s.
Now, from [xˆ, pˆ] = i~ or xˆ = i~d/dp, we see that
Tˆj = exp(2piijxˆ/~) is a translation exp(−2pijd/dp) in
momentum by −2pij. This implies that
Tˆje
−ipˆ2/(2~) = e−ipˆ
2/(2~)e−2ipi
2j2/~e2piijpˆ/~Tˆj. (8)
In turn, since pˆ = −i~d/dx, exp(2piijpˆ/~) in Eq. (8) is
a translation exp(2pijd/dx) in x by 2pij. Like Tˆj, this
translation obviously commutes with V (xˆ). Then, by
applying Tˆj to both sides of (3), using (4) and (8), we
easily find that a state (5) is an eigenstate of Uˆ with QE
ωj = ω + 2pijβ + pij
2/~s mod(2pi). (9)
3The sequence (9) is fully regular and, apart of the con-
stant term ω, is independent of the nonintegrability, since
it reflects free-motion features [Eq. (8)] unaffected by a
periodic potential V (xˆ). This has an analogue in the clas-
sical map for (1), ps+1 = ps + kf(xs), xs+1 = xs + ps+1
[f(x) = −dV/dx]. Given an orbit (xs, ps) with total en-
ergy Es = p
2
s/2+kV (xs), it is easy to show that, for any
integer j and some integersms, also (xs+2pims, ps+2pij)
is an orbit whose total energy is Ej,s = Es+∆Ej,s, where
∆Ej,s = 2pijps + 2pi
2j2 is independent of V (xs).
The QE levels (9) are associated with the fixed set of
quasimomenta (6) and form a subspectrum of the total
QE spectrum for all β. The latter is the superposition of
the subspectra (9) for all initial (β, ω). If ~s is irrational,
ωj (resp. βj) will fill densely the entire ω (resp. β) range
as j →∞, see the inset of Fig. 1. The levels (9) then form
a dense subspectrum of the total spectrum. In addition,
numerical studies [12] of sequences similar to (9) have
established that, generically, the distribution of spacings
between neighboring elements is approximately Poisson.
We have also extensively confirmed this, see Fig. 1.
A state (7) is an eigenstate of the βj-kicked-rotor with
QE (9) and is just a translation of the j = 0 state by
−nj~ in angular momentum n~ (n integer). For generic
irrational ~s, the state (7) should feature dynamical lo-
calization in angular momentum, as for β = 0 [6]. Its lo-
calization center is located at (n¯− nj)~, where n¯~ is the
localization center for j = 0. The states (7) may look
very correlated when they strongly overlap in angular-
momentum space due to a large localization length in
fully chaotic regimes. This does not contradict the fact
that the corresponding level-spacing distribution is al-
ways approximately Poisson since the levels (9) are asso-
ciated with different quasimomenta (6).
The quantum kicked particle exhibits the phenomenon
of quantum resonance, i.e., a quadratic growth in time
of the mean kinetic energy for rational values of both ~s
and β [13, 14, 16, 21]. Then, if ~s is rational but β is
irrational, one expects dynamical localization to occur
and this indeed follows from analytical results in simple
cases [13, 14] (see also below). Despite this, manifesta-
tions of quantum resonance are felt for rational ~s and
generic β close to some rational value [13, 14] and have
been experimentally observed [16, 17]. Thus, assuming
only rational ~s = l/q (l and q are coprime integers), the
QE levels (9) for j = gl (g arbitrary integer) are given by
ωgl = ω + 2pigl(β + q/2) mod(2pi) (10)
and, due to (6), they are all associated with a fixed value
of β, βgl = β. For irrational β, the ladder of equally-
spaced levels (10) covers densely the entire QE range.
For rational β (strict quantum resonance), this ladder
consists of a finite number g¯ of levels with spacing ∆ω =
2pi/g¯, where g¯ is the smallest integer such that g¯l(β+q/2)
is integer; see, e.g., Fig. 2(b) for β = 1/5.
For β = 0 (usual kicked rotor) there are either no spec-
tral ladders (g¯ = 1 for q even) or trivial ladders with
spacing ∆ω = pi (g¯ = 2 for q odd), so that the spectra
exhibit almost no ladder regularity, see Fig. 2(a).
The case of the main quantum resonances, ~s = l (q =
1), is exactly related [14] to an integrable version of (1),
the linear kicked rotor [7]. This relation implies that for
~s = l and generic irrational β dynamical localization
takes place and the entire QE spectrum of the β-kicked-
rotor is given by Eq. (10) with ω = k
∫ 2pi
0
V (x)dx/(2pi).
We now consider quantum-dynamical manifestations
of the QE regularities. An arbitrary initial wavepacket
associated with a regular subspectrum (9) is a general
linear combination of the particle QE states (5):
φβ,ω(x) = exp(iβx)ψβ,ω(x)χ¯(x), (11)
where χ¯(x) is a periodic function with period ~,
χ¯(x) =
∞∑
j=−∞
cj exp(2piijx/~), (12)
cj being arbitrary coefficients. Using (3) and (9), we
obtain the wavepacket after s kicks:
Uˆsφβ,ω(x) = e
iβxψβ,ω(x)
∞∑
j=−∞
cje
2piijx/~−iωjs
= exp[i(βx− ωs)]ψβ,ω(x)χs(x), (13)
χs(x) =
∞∑
j=−∞
cj exp{2piij[x/~− (β + pij/~)s]}. (14)
The essential time (s) dependence of (13) is due to the
function (14). The latter evolves freely with frequencies
2pijβ + pij2/~s, independent of the nonintegrability, and
is quasiperiodic in s for irrational values of ~s and/or β.
For rational ~s = l/q, the result (14) assumes an inter-
esting simple form, reflecting the ladder regularity, if j is
restricted to multiples g of l, j = gl, as above:
χs(x) =
∞∑
g=−∞
cgl exp[2piigl(x/~− β
′s)]
= χ0(x− β
′
~s), (15)
where β′ = β + q/2 mod(1). Eq. (15) means that the
component χs(x) of (13) is a traveling wave moving with-
out change of shape at constant velocity β′~. The time
evolution of |χs(x)|
2 for both irrational and rational val-
ues of ~s is illustrated in Fig. 3.
It is clear from Eq. (13) that the expectation value
of any physical observable in a general state (13) evolves
only with the free frequencies ωj − ωj′ , associated with
matrix elements of the observable between translated
eigenstates (5). In this sense, one has a free quantum
dynamics for arbitrarily strong chaos.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Time (s) evolution of |χs(x)|2,
where χs(x) is given by Eq. (14) with cj = 1 for |j| ≤ 4 and
cj = 0 otherwise, for β = 2 −
√
3, ~s = (
√
5 − 1)/2, and:
s = 0 (solid line), s = 1 (blue dashed line), s = 2 (magenta
dot-dashed line), and s = 3 (red dotted line). (b) Similar to
(a) but for the quantum-resonance case of ~s = 1/2; clearly,
|χs(x)|2 evolves in this case as a traveling wave with constant
shape and velocity, see Eq. (15).
At least in principle, a good approximation to an initial
wavepacket (11) may be prepared by exposing the quan-
tum particle, initially in some momentum state p = p¯
with p¯/~ < 1, to a series of kicks with potential having
spatial period ~ (instead of 2pi). After a large number
of sufficiently strong kicks, the particle will be in the
state ϕβ(x) = exp(iβx)χ¯(x), where β = p¯/~ and χ¯(x) is
given by (12) with many significant harmonics cj . The
state ϕβ(x) corresponds to (11) with ψβ,ω(x) = 1, a zero-
momentum state. The latter is a good approximation to
a QE state of the β-kicked-rotor for generic irrational β
and k ≪ 1 in (1), due to dynamical localization with a
very small localization length. Then, the time evolution
of |ϕβ,s(x)|
2 is well approximated by that of |χs(x)|
2.
In conclusion, we have considered the QE spectra of
the paradigmatic nonintegrable system (1) for all values
of an experimentally relevant quantity, the quasimomen-
tum β. We have shown that these spectra generically
exhibit new kinds of significant regularities which persist
independently of the chaos strength. This is in contrast
with usual spectral regularities [4] which disappear in
fully chaotic regimes. The generic regularities are dense
subspectra of either “Poisson” type (9) for irrational ~s or
ladder type (10) for rational ~s. These subspectra emerge
from features of the free motion between kicks that are
unaffected by an arbitrary periodic potential V (xˆ) in (1).
Since this basic origin of the regular subspectra is present
also in more general kicked-particle systems [15, 20], our
results can be extended to these systems.
The usual kicked rotor, studied in many works, cor-
responds to the case β = 0 of the kicked particle. Our
results show that this case is special for rational ~s, since
the ladder regularity for generic β is essentially absent
for β = 0, see Fig. 2. For generic (irrational) ~s, how-
ever, there is no such difference between β = 0 and other
values of β, since the ladder regularity is absent for all β,
being replaced by the Poisson one.
A most interesting manifestation of the QE spectral
regularities is that the quantum dynamics associated
with a regular subspectrum exhibits only free-motion fre-
quencies for arbitrarily strong chaos. This free quantum
dynamics and related phenomena in wavepacket evolu-
tion, such as the traveling waves (15) (see Fig. 3(b)),
should be experimentally observable at least in simple
cases, using, e.g., the procedure above for preparing an
approximate initial state (11).
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